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INDIA: KUDANKULAM NPP — MANPOWER AND DOCUMENTATION

Summary

This annex deals with manpower and documentation. It illustrates flexibility in personnel
retention arising from having a multi-unit, national nuclear power programme, supported by
in-house technology. Steps taken to retrain and continually develop personnel are described.
Also highlighted is the relative ease with which documentation is obtained and preserved.

Overview

India has a broad-based, long range nuclear power programme, based on construction of
indigenously developed PHWRs of (220 and 500 MW(e) capacity). India's programme covers
the entire fuel cycle from mining to power production and spent fuel reprocessing.

Work on Tarapur project (TAPP 3&4) with 2 x 500 MW(e) PHWRs is likely to commence
soon. In this case, delay has been mainly due to lack of requisite funding.

In order to meet the immediate electric power demands, a decision was taken in November
1988 to set up two units of 1000 MW(e) WWER type of reactors at Kudankulam on a turn key
basis. While project work was commenced in India in 1988, due developments in the
suppliers country, in 1991, work had to be discontinued except for certain site infrastructure
related jobs which were in advanced stages of completion.

Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd (NPCEL), a public sector undertaking under the
charge of the Government of India Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), is responsible for
design (of PHWRs), construction and operation of NPPs in India.

This case study highlights the flexibility available when the delayed project is a part of an
overall programme.

Key elements

Retention of human resources

The Kudankulam NPP is a turnkey project with limited Indian responsibility. Philosophy
adopted for manpower development was to set up a core group of around 15 to 20 senior
engineers drawn from various groups of PHWR directorates having varied experience in
different fields namely design, regulatory reviews, construction, procurement, operation. This
group was to be supplement by around 25 to 30 freshly recruited engineers.

In parallel, a small group comprising of about 15 to 20 personnel with construction expertise
was set up at Nagercoil (a town near the plant site) for the infrastructure work. Responsibility
for tendering, technical evaluation of vendors, and supervision of site construction works was
entrusted to a consultant.

During the years 1988 to 1991 work under NPCIL's responsibility was vigorously pursued.
Also work on site infrastructure was started in full swing.
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Just at the time when the contract for elaboration of DPR was about to be signed, negotiations
were discontinued due to developments in the supplier's country. All the works related to
infrastructure were also stopped except few which were in advance stages of completion.

In view of uncertainty about the situation in the supplier's country, a decision was taken to re-
deploy the manpower.

Younger engineers were re-deployed to the various engineering and project directorates at
NPCIL.

Senior engineers, of the core group, while continuing to be responsible for their areas of work
of KK project, were re-deployed to undertake specialised assignments such as rehabilitation
work of Narora Atomic Power Station which had earlier suffered extensive damages due to a
fire incident, life extension and upgrading work being taken up for the older generation of
PHWR. Some were also assigned to work in other directorates of NPCIL to provide
manpower support for the PHWR projects on hand.

A small group of only 2 to 3 engineers was retained which is responsible for:

• retaining and maintaining various technical information and documentation,

• generated during the past negotiations and site works,

• monitoring and reviewing the various developments taking place in the Russian
Federation,

• following reviews of WWER reactor designs carried out by IAEA and other international
agencies and generating technical documentation pertaining to the outcome of these
reviews.

Infrastructure work, wherever possible was discontinued. A small group is being maintained
at site to look after the property, supervise the micro seismic study work, complete formalities
with regard to land acquisition and interaction with local authority and State Government.

Revival of the project: In late 1993, the re-negotiation of the project was initiated. A team of
engineers of earlier core group, who had been re-deployed during the interim period, was
reassembled to participate in re-negotiations. The negotiations are in final stages and team
required to handle DPR works has been formed.

Preservation of engineering and construction data (PHWR projects)

Since, so far, project delays have been mainly due to technical aspects associated with design,
manufacture, construction and commissioning of nuclear power projects the delays have only
been for a relatively short period of time (of the order of about 5 years). Hence, these delays
have not resulted in any major difficulties in preserving engineering and construction data.

Preservation and retrieval of essential data is done through establishment of 'Reference data
Centers' at project sites as well as at the design office at headquarters.

Data is systematically collected right from the inception of the project to ensure traceability.
Thus, even at the tendering stage, it is ensured (by inclusion of appropriate conditions in the
tender documents/specifications) that the suppliers and manufacturers must maintain and
furnish to the Purchaser all test certificates, inspection reports, shop-test data, etc.
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NPCIL participates as a 'partner-in-technology' with the manufacturers. Tender specifications
stipulate submission of 'manufacturing drawings' by the supplier (except in a few cases of
commercially sensitive information pertaining to components/equipment/processes developed
by the supplier on his own) for the approval by NPCIL.

For all important items, 'history dockets' are prepared and issued to authorized persons in the
plant.

Additional information

Large effort would be required to scan/vectorize or redraw using CAD, and convert all these
drawings to the more modern and convenient computer based magnetic/optical storage. After
such scan/vectorize or redraw, the drawings must once again be checked to ensure fidelity of
conversion. This is a huge task in view of the large number of drawings (about 20 000).

Efforts are needed to systematically capture the data on magnetic media, as they are being
created and then record and preserve the same.

Due to the high rate of obsolescence in computer technology, continuous efforts must be made
to preserve the data.

Some of the important aspects on which work has been initiated are:

• creation and storage of permanent and temporary records

• improved methods for better storage and easy retrieval

• comprehensive documentation manual to ensure systematic generation and preservation of
documents.

Material provided by Mr. S. Krishnan
NPCIL, India
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